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Thermal storage is a key technology for future spacecraft because it can reduce the size 
of thermal management systems by smoothing out variations in the heat load and/or heat 
rejection environment. This approach reduces system mass by enabling designers to size 
active components based on a spacecraft’s average operating conditions instead of the least 
favorable conditions. Heat exchangers that contain phase-change material (PCM) enable 
thermal storage by freezing the PCM when extra heat rejection is available and thawing it 
when the heat loads are high. Low-mass PCM heat exchangers are difficult to design, 
however, due to the large amount of additional mass needed to provide a durable heat 
exchanger structure and to provide low-resistance pathways for heat conduction into or out 
of the PCM. This paper presents a PCM heat exchanger design based on innovative 
fabrication techniques that enable essentially direct-contact heat exchange with the PCM 
through a very lightweight containment structure. We have fabricated a prototypical core 
sample and measured its energy storage performance using paraffin PCM in thermal cycle 
tests that simulate operation in low lunar orbit. The tests demonstrate very high thermal 
energy storage per unit mass of heat exchanger (130 kJ/kg ) in the heat exchanger core, low 
pressure losses, and efficient heat transfer. Based on these results, we have produced a 
conceptual design of a full-size PCM heat exchanger based on requirements for a manned 
spacecraft in low Lunar orbit. The test results and design calculations show that the PCM 
heat exchanger can achieve an overall PCM mass fraction greater than 50% in a 3,700 kJ 
thermal storage unit. 

Nomenclature 
EXPRESS = EXpedite the PRocessing of Experiments for Space Station 
Tfreeze = freezing point of the phase change material (°C) 
HX = heat exchanger 
A = heat transfer area (m²) 
ID = inner diameter 
ISS = International Space Station 
LLO = low lunar orbit 
ṁ = mass flow rate (kg/s) 
NTU = number of transfer units (-) 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m²-°C) 
OD = outer diameter 
PCM = phase-change material 
cp = specific heat (J/kg-°C) 
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ε = thermal effectiveness of heat exchanger 
UTAS = UTC Aerospace Systems 

I. Introduction 
uture exploration spacecraft may need to operate in extremely challenging and highly variable thermal 
environments. Thermal control systems for these spacecraft typically include some form of thermal storage, 

which enables the system to be sized for average heat rejection conditions instead of the least favorable. Heat 
exchangers that incorporate phase-change material (PCM) are an attractive option for thermal storage, since they can 
absorb a large amount of heat at the PCM’s melting temperature, vent no material from the spacecraft, and are 
conceptually very simple. However, conventional PCM heat exchangers (PCM HXs) typically require very heavy 
structures that reduce the benefits of PCM thermal storage.   

This paper describes an innovative design for a PCM heat exchanger that has the potential to significantly reduce 
the mass required for thermal storage. In the patent-pending design,1 PCM is encapsulated in thin envelopes made 
from precision-stamped metal foils. The foils are produced with features that provide uniform, very close channel 
spacing for efficient heat transfer as well as features that provide mechanical compliance for good durability despite 
PCM volume changes during freeze/thaw cycles. We have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach through 
fabrication experiments, thermal testing, and freeze/thaw testing. 

This paper reviews the need for thermal storage in future thermal control systems, describes the innovative PCM 
HX design, and presents results from our fabrication and thermal testing. We developed a SINDA-FLUINT model 
for the PCM HX and compared the test results with model predictions. We used these results to design a prototype, 
3,700 kJ PCM HX based on requirements for the Orion spacecraft. 

II. Need for Improved Thermal Storage Technology 
Current designs for exploration spacecraft that operate in low lunar orbit (LLO) show a need for several 

thousand kilojoules of thermal storage. PCM HXs built using conventional technology have relatively low mass 
efficiency and result in a large mass requirement for thermal storage.  

A. Thermal Storage Requirements for Environmental Control and Life Support Systems 
Specifications for the PCM heat exchanger are derived from requirements that are based on a crewed spacecraft 

in LLO. LLO is challenging due to extreme changes in the thermal radiation environment between the sun- and 
shadow-sides of the Moon. A thermal storage unit can store excess cooling available on the shadow side and use it 
to compensate for limited heat rejection capability on the sun-side. Since current space exploration missions call for 
operation in LLO, NASA has sponsored research and development of PCM HXs to serve as thermal storage units.  
Figure 1 shows the thermal environment for a spacecraft in LLO. The effective radiation heat sink varies from 60 to 
300 K roughly every two hours. Radiators that are large enough to reject the entire spacecraft thermal load on the 
sun-side of the Moon would be unreasonably large. Some thermal control system designs call for sublimators to 
reject heat during hot portions of the orbit by venting water vapor from the spacecraft.2 Unfortunately, the total 
amount of water vented overboard in these designs is quite large—over 200 kg for LLO operations, descent, and 
lunar surface operations based on the design of the Altair Lunar Lander.   

NASA has established baseline requirements for a thermal control system for LLO that includes a PCM HX for 
thermal storage.  

Figure 2 shows the basic concept described by Ungar et al. (2016)3, in which a PCM HX is placed between the 
spacecraft’s interface heat exchanger and cabin internal heat exchangers. Based on a review of the literature and 
discussions with cognizant engineers, we have identified generic requirements for the PCM HX in this system. 
Table 1 lists the main design requirements. A phase-change temperature of 10°C is needed to optimize the thermal 
system design, which corresponds to the melting point of pentadecane wax (C15H32). Pentadecane is a straight-
chain paraffin with a melting point of 10°C and a solid/solid phase transition at 8°C. The total heat of phase change 
for both these transformations combined is 200 kJ/kg. A key finding of the Ungar paper was that although water is 
the preferred PCM when considered on a component level due to its higher heat of fusion, a water PCM HX does 
not perform as well as wax on a system level in low Lunar orbit because its freezing point is too low to freeze 
completely during the eclipse portion of the orbit. We have designed the PCM HX for the flow rate and inlet 
temperatures listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 1. Thermal environment and heat rejection 
requirements for manned spacecraft in LLO. 
 

Table 1. NASA Requirements for the PCM 
Heat Exchanger. 

Phase-Change Material Pentadecane 
Thermal Storage  (kJ) 3,700 
Coolant Flow  (L/min) 2 
Coolant Inlet T  (°C) 20 
Wax Fusion T  (°C) 10 

 
  

Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the Orion 
active thermal control system. 

B. State-of-the-Art in Phase-Change Heat Exchangers 
The mass efficiency of a PCM HX is the ratio of PCM mass to total mass of the heat exchanger. State-of-the-art 

PCM HX technology achieves mass efficiencies in the range 30% to 40%. Conventional units also are prone to 
failure due to the PCM’s change in volume during freeze/thaw cycles. 

UTC Aerospace Systems (UTAS) has recently published results of their own design studies for PCM HXs based 
on conventional heat exchanger technology. These published values for PCM mass fraction are smaller than the 
values expected for the foil PCM HX. Quinn et al. (2011)4 calculated the likely and maximum possible mass 
fractions for PCM HXs based on various compact heat exchanger designs, shell-in-tube designs (with the PCM 
inside the tubes), and packed bed designs. For the packed bed and shell-in-tube designs, the likely ranges of PCM 
mass fraction were 30% to 40%. For the compact heat exchanger designs, the calculated PCM fractions ranged from 
29% (likely) to 51% (most optimistic). Quinn et al. (2015)5 describes the PCM heat sink that UTAS designed for 
NASA’s PCM flight experiment that is sized for an EXpedite the PRocessing of Experiments for Space Station 
(EXPRESS) rack on board the International Space Station (ISS). This unit uses pentadecane PCM and achieves a 
mass fraction of 29%, equivalent to 84 kJ/kg latent heat storage density, which is consistent with predictions from 
the earlier paper.   

Creare’s PCM HX uses flexible bellows features in the stamped foil envelops to allow volume change without 
overstressing the sheet metal or the weld joints. This is a novel approach that has not been tried in other PCM HXs. 
Hansen et al. (2015)6 describe an innovative microtube, water-PCM HX with special features to accommodate the 
volume changes upon freezing and thawing. They explored design options that included bladder restraint and 
clamping mechanisms, bladder manufacturing methods, tube patterns, and fill/drain methods. None of the methods 
investigated was successful in preventing damage to the heat exchanger due to volume changes. The unit being 
designed by UTAS for the ISS flight experiment (Quinn et al. 2015) uses a proprietary method based on a novel 
phase management approach that has been found to eliminate pressure spikes during operation. 
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III. PCM HX Concept 
We have demonstrated the feasibility of a PCM HX that can hold a much higher mass fraction of PCM than 

conventional technology. The PCM is contained in envelopes of thin metal foil that are fabricated with features to 
ensure durability and can be configured to provide efficient heat transfer in a compact package.   

A. PCM Channel Design 
The foil PCM HX is built using advanced fabrication technology to produce a durable core structure that is 

extremely lightweight ( 
Figure 3). In this design, the PCM is contained within very closely spaced channels bounded by precision-

stamped metal foils that are produced with bellows-like features. The foils are assembled using a precision welding 
process that produces leak-tight and highly durable bonds between the foils. Close spacing allows efficient operation 
despite the very poor thermal conductivity of most PCMs, use of thin foils enables a very lightweight structure, and 
the mechanical compliance that results from the bellows-like features enables the channels to expand and contract to 
accommodate the large volume changes of the PCM when it freezes or melts. We believe that our concept will 
enable a PCM HX that comprises 55% PCM by mass. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Schematic of PCM HX core made from precision-stamped metal foils with built-in mechanical 
compliance. 

 
The metal envelopes that enclose the PCM are made from very thin (75 µm) foils that are formed with features 

that enable them to be stacked into an efficient heat exchanger core. Figure 4 illustrates the design of a single PCM 
envelope, which comprises two annular plates: “A” (shown on top) and “B” (underneath). The plates are laser 
welded together around the ID and OD to form a thin volume that encloses the PCM. The plates are formed with an 
array of dimples that serve three functions: 

1. Ring-shaped dimples near the ID and OD create a bellows structure that enables the internal volume of 
the channel to expand and contract without overstressing the laser welds or the plate material. 

2. An array of round dimples point inward toward the PCM volume. These dimples provide an array of 
uniform-height spacers that define the PCM channel. 

3. An array of elongated, spiral dimples run from the ID to the OD bellows. These dimples point away 
from the PCM volume and provide uniform spacing for the flow channels that let coolant flow between 
the PCM channels. The spirals on the A and B plates are made in opposite directions, so that they rest 
on top of one another when the PCM channels are stacked to create the HX core. 
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In our current design, each PCM channel holds about 60 g of PCM. The PCM channel height is 2 mm, and the 
flow channel spacing is 0.25 mm.   

 

 
 
Figure 4. Details of a PCM channel design. 

B. PCM Heat Exchanger Design 
Figure 5 shows how the PCM channels are assembled to produce a PCM HX. Several hundred of the PCM 

channels are stacked on top of each other to produce a cylindrical heat exchanger core with a cylindrical inlet 
manifold that runs along the axis of the stack and an annular exit manifold around the OD. Coolant from the 
spacecraft thermal control system flows into the inlet annulus, then radially outward through the spaces between 
each PCM channel. The coolant will either cool down and melt the PCM or warm up and freeze the PCM, 
depending on the thermal environment of the spacecraft. The coolant then enters the annular exit manifold and 
leaves the heat exchanger. 

The PCM channels are held in place by physical constraints but are not bonded to each other metallurgically. 
This allows the channels to expand or contract as the PCM freezes or thaws. The channel stack is compressed by a 
spring located at one end of the stack (Figure 5). The spring ensures that all the flow channels are evenly spaced by 
the spiral dimples while also providing compliance to accommodate changes in the PCM volume.  

The design of the PCM HX promotes uniform water flow through all the channels to ensure uniform freezing 
and thawing. The dimples that space the water channels apart are all precisely formed from the same precision die, 
and the stack is compressed so that all the water channel heights are defined by these dimples. The dimple heights 
and manifold dimensions are selected to ensure that the pressure drop due to water flow through the heat transfer 
channels is much greater than the pressure losses due to flow through the manifold passages. As a result, all the 
water flow passages are subjected to nearly the same pressure drop and the water flow is uniform throughout all the 
passages. 
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Figure 5. The PCM HX is assembled by stacking foil PCM channels. 

C. Potential Benefits 
The foil PCM HX can improve the performance of future thermal control systems by reducing mass and 

improving durability. The potential benefits are: (1) Using a PCM HX as part of a spacecraft thermal control system 
will enable designers to size the system for average conditions instead of the least favorable. The result will be a 
smaller thermal control system. (2) The foil PCM HX technology accommodates the low thermal conductivity and 
large volume changes of the PCM in a very lightweight structure. We estimate that PCM will make up 55% of the 
total PCM heat exchanger mass.  (3) The foil PCM HX technology can be used with paraffin, water, or any other 
PCM.  (4) The PCM and coolant channels in the foil heat exchangers are very precisely formed and will enable very 
efficient heat transfer between the coolant and PCM.  (5) The foils are produced with built-in bellows-like features 
that will enable the PCM channels to expand and contract as the PCM melts and freezes.  (6) The PCM HX is made 
using welding techniques that have been developed specifically to produce joints that will provide high durability 
when subjected to thermal/mechanical fatigue cycling. 

IV. PCM Heat Exchanger Demonstration 
We have built and demonstrated a proof-of-concept PCM HX using the metal foil envelope concept. Test results 

prove the feasibility of our approach and the validity of our design tools. Test results also demonstrate the durability 
of the design over 50+ freeze/thaw cycles. 

A. Design 
We sized the heat exchanger using a first-order thermal model of the PCM HX that treated the PCM as a 

constant temperature boundary condition for spacecraft coolant flowing through the heat exchanger. The overall 
thermal resistance between the PCM and the coolant, U, accounts for convection in the coolant, conduction across 
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the foil, and conduction through the PCM. Heat conduction through the PCM was modeled by including a thermal 
resistance corresponding to half the PCM layer thickness. We then computed the number of transfer units NTU = 
UA/ṁcp and computed the thermal efficiency ε by ε = 1 – exp(-NTU). We estimated the pressure drop using 
standard methods for laminar flow between parallel plates. The velocity and flow path for these calculations were 
determined by the shape of the spiral grooves that separated the plates to form the water channels (Figure 5). We 
found that this heat exchanger design provides a very high surface area for heat transfer leading to a large number of 
NTUs and very high thermal effectiveness. Predicted pressure drops were very small due to the large number of 
parallel flow passages through the HX core.  

We used the results of this analysis to specify the basic parameters of the PCM heat exchanger:  Inner and outer 
diameter of the core, thickness of the PCM and coolant channels, and number of channels in the core needed to 
achieve thermal storage and heat transfer goals. 

B. Fabrication 
We designed and fabricated dies to produce A and B foils for the PCM channels, produced the plates, then 

welded pairs together around the inner and outer diameters to form PCM channels. Figure 6 is a photograph of one 
of the channels, which includes not only the A and B foils but also ports for charging with PCM. In the proof-of-
concept channels, fill ports were made by welding small tubes  on opposite sides of the channel (located at 1:30 
and 7:30 around the perimeter of the channel shown in Figure 6). Future prototypes will use a more compact design.   

Prior to charging, all welds were leak checked using a helium mass spectrometer. We found that all the welds 
made hermetic seals, with leak rates less than 10-12 standard cm3 of helium per second. 

We filled the channels by orienting them vertically with one port at the top and one at the bottom (Figure 7), then 
charging with the specified volume of PCM using a syringe to inject the liquid PCM into the bottom while allowing 
air to vent from the top. At room temperature, the pentadecane is a liquid with low viscosity, so gravity provided a 
very effective phase separation mechanism during filling. We filled the channels with the amount of PCM that 
would completely fill the internal volume with no intentional void space. We weighed the PCM channels before and 
after filling. Table 2 shows the results. The channels were filled with 56.0 to 56.6 g of pentadecane, for an overall 
variability of 1%. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. PCM Channel. 
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Figure 7. Filling a PCM channel with pentadecane. 
 

Table 2. PCM channels were filled very repeatably. 

Channel PCM Mass 
(g) 

SS Plate 
Mass (g) 

Ti Plate 
Mass (g) 

Mass% PCM for 
Ti 

1 56.6 64 37 60 
2 56.0 64 37 60 
3 56.2 64 37 60 

C. Thermal Testing 
Freeze/Thaw Cycling. We demonstrated that the PCM channels provided a durable envelope for the PCM by 

subjecting three channels to a series of 50 freeze/thaw cycles. We demonstrated most of the cycles by simply placing 
the charged PCM channels into a freezer for several hours, removing and inspecting them, and repeating multiple 
times. We then verified that the cycling did not cause any damage to the PCM channel through visual inspection and 
the absence of leakage. We also ran approximately five freeze/thaw cycles using all three charged PCM channels in 
our proof-of-concept tests. During testing, we encountered one leak incident associated with a non-prototypical 
thermocouple epoxy seal, which will not be present in future prototypes. The leak was obvious because the wax 
leaked into the coolant and solidified. We found no other evidence of wax leakage during any of these tests. Future 
efforts will include development of quantitative methods for detecting leakage in the PCM channels. 

Thermal Performance Testing. We built and tested a small, proof-of-concept PCM HX to demonstrate that our 
design concept provides effective thermal storage. Figure 8a illustrates the basic test setup, which comprises a stack 
of three prototypical PCM channels that form two prototypical coolant flow channels. The total amount of PCM in 
the three layers is 168.8 g, which is equivalent to 33.6 kJ of phase-change thermal storage. Note that the three PCM 
channels used in this test were made from stainless steel plates instead of titanium. The foil is very thin and the heat 
fluxes during testing are low, so the small difference in thermal conductivity between stainless steel (17 W/m-°C) 
and titanium (20 W/m-°C) has no significant impact on the test results.   We installed the three layers inside a plastic 
flow housing (Figure 8b) that was plumbed into a flow loop with a lab chiller to control the inlet temperature  
(Figure 9). We insulated the test housing with two inches of styrofoam insulation. Thermocouples sensed the coolant 
temperature at the inlet and outlet from the PCM flow channels. Two additional thermocouples were attached to the 
surface of the middle PCM channel, one near the ID and one near the OD. 
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We ran two types of tests:  (1) A freezing test, in which the PCM began at room temperature in the liquid state. 
To start the test, we began flowing 7°C coolant through the test facility and monitored temperatures as the PCM 
froze. (2) A thaw test, in which the PCM began at 7°C in the frozen state (i.e., shortly after concluding a freeze test). 
To begin thawing, we initiated flow of 20°C coolant through the test rig. 

 

 
 

(a) Basic flow arrangement and key measurements (b) PCM channels installed in a machined plastic 
flow housing 

 
Figure 8. Proof-of-concept test setup. The three PCM layers in the heat exchanger provide 33.6 kJ of 
phase-change thermal storage. 

 
 
Figure 9. Schematic of proof-of-concept test setup. 
 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show results from a freezing test. Data and parameters calculated directly from the test 
data are indicated by solid lines in the figure. Dashed lines are results from a SINDA calculation (discussed later). 
Figure 10a shows the coolant inlet and exit temperature measurements, as well as the instantaneous heat transfer 
calculated by calorimetry. Figure 10b shows the same instantaneous heat transfer rate, along with the integrated 
energy removed from the PCM HX by the coolant. The freezing test begins at t = 11 to 13 minutes, when the inlet 
temperature falls rapidly to 7°C. The cold fluid absorbs heat from the freezing wax (as well as heat that leaks into 
the facility) and leaves at temperatures in the range of 10°C to 13°C. We measured instantaneous heat transfer rates 
in the range of 30 to 55 W. Comparing the measured heat transfer and energy with the SINDA results shows that 
heat leaks added a significant amount of heat to the coolant in addition to the energy stored in the wax. This is 
probably unavoidable in a simple experiment where the heat transfer region has a very large surface exposed to 
ambient conditions.   
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The temperatures measured on the PCM channel surfaces (Figure 11) show that the wax froze during the test. 
The temperature measured at the ID of the channel fell to 7°C about ten minutes after the start of the freeze test, 
indicating complete freezing. The OD dropped to the freezing point of the wax (10°C) about ten minutes after the 
start of the test, but never dropped below the freezing point. It is possible that the thermocouple location never 
completely froze, either due to significant heat leaks into the facility and/or nonuniform flow. A low coolant flow 
past the OD thermocouple could result in deficient heat transfer and incomplete freezing in that location. The OD of 
the heat exchanger is particularly susceptible to maldistribution because the flow velocities are very low at the large 
radius. 

  

(a) Coolant temperatures (T) and computed heat 
transfer (q) 

(b) Instantaneous (q) and integrated (E) heat transfer 

 
Figure 10. Results of freezing test and results of SINDA simulation—coolant temperatures and heat 
transfer. Large heat leaks in the proof-of-concept test facility cause the discrepancies between measured and 
computed parameter. 

 
 
Figure 11. Results of freezing tests and SINDA simulation—PCM temperatures. 
 

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show results from a thawing test. The test begins at t = 2 to 3 minutes (Figure 12a), 
when the coolant inlet temperature increases from below the wax melting point to 20°C. The coolant exit 
temperature increases much more gradually, as the wax melts in the PCM channels and absorbs a good deal of heat 
from the warm inlet fluid. Heat transfer rates in the range 70 to 80 W were measured for about ten minutes of 
testing. Similar to the freezing tests, heat leaks into the test rig resulted in more energy transfer to the coolant than 
would be predicted based on the energy released by melting the PCM. The temperatures measured on the PCM 
channel surface (Figure 13) show that the ID melts rapidly but the OD lags by about 15 minutes. This is similar to 
the slow freezing at the OD observed in the freezing tests.  
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(a) Coolant temperatures (T) and computed heat 
transfer (q) 

(b) Instantaneous (q) and integrated (E) heat transfer 

 
Figure 12. Results of thawing test and results of SINDA simulation—coolant temperatures and heat 
transfer. 

 
 
Figure 13. Results of thawing tests and SINDA simulation—PCM temperatures. 

D. Transient Thermal Simulations 
We formulated a first-order model for transient simulation of the proof-of-concept heat exchanger using 

SINDA/FLUINT. SINDA/FLUINT is a finite-difference, lumped-parameter modeling tool for thermal and flow 
analysis. It enables transient, multidimensional analysis of complex thermal systems at low computational cost. We 
used SINDA/FLUINT to create a model of the PCM HX based on a single repeated fluid/PCM channel with 
symmetry boundary conditions. The purpose of the model was to help us understand freeze/thaw patterns in the heat 
exchanger, analyze and interpret experimental results, and predict fluid outlet temperatures during testing and future 
operation. We used a temperature-dependent specific heat to model the energy released or absorbed on freezing or 
thawing: 

• For T < Tfreeze – 0.5°C, the specific heat is equal to that of the solid. 

• For T > Tfreeze + 0.5°C, the specific heat is equal to that of the liquid. 

• For Tfreeze-0.5°C < T < Tfreeze+0.5°C, the specific heat is numerically equal to the heat of fusion (in 
units of J/kg-°C). 

The analyses that we ran in Phase I used an open-loop model (Figure 14) for the coolant flow, in which we 
specified the flow rate and inlet temperature. Future models can easily incorporate a closed loop that includes heat 
addition from spacecraft thermal loads and calculation of radiative heat rejection in a time-varying environment.   
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Figure 14. SINDA/FLUINT model for the PCM HX. 
 

We used the model to simulate our proof-of-concept experiments, and Figure 10 through Figure 13 plotted the 
SINDA/FLUINT results along with the experimental data. The calculated values provide a benchmark for 
comparison with the experimental results and help us assess the extent of heat leaks, flow maldistribution, and other 
non-prototypical phenomena occurring in the Phase I test rig.  

V. Prototype PCM Heat Exchanger Design 
Based on the successful proof-of-concept demonstration, we have designed a prototype PCM HX based on 

requirements for the Orion thermal management system. The design projects an overall 55% mass fraction of PCM, 
which would enable a very lightweight PCM HX. 

Heat Exchanger Design. Data from the proof-of-concept tests provided rough validation of our design models, so 
we used the same first-order design methods for heat transfer and pressure drop to design a 3,700kJ PCM HX. 
Figure 5 shows an overall view of the design, and Table 3 lists the key design parameters. The heat exchanger 
comprises nearly 400 individual PCM channels stacked to form a cylinder that is about 23 cm diameter by 95 cm 
tall. The channels are made from thin titanium foils to minimize mass. Table 4 lists mass estimates for the PCM HX, 
including not only the PCM and foil mass but also estimates for the compression spring, housing, end plates, and 
header pipes. We estimate the overall heat exchanger mass will be 38.1 kg, which includes 21.0 kg of pentadecane. 
Based on this calculation, we estimate that the PCM HX has an overall mass fraction of 55% pentadecane.  
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Table 3. Overall design of a 3,700 kJ JPM HX. 

PCM Pentadecane 

Foil material Titanium 

Phase Change T   (°C) 8 to 10 

Thermal Storage    (kJ) 3,700 

No. PCM Layers 396 

PCM Layer     (mm) 2.0 

Coolant Channel   (mm) 0.25 

Core Height    (cm) 95 

Overall HX Height  (cm) 105 

PCM Channel OD  (cm) 23 

PCM Channel ID   (cm) 5 

Foil Thickness    (mm) 0.075 

PCM Mass     (kg) 21.0 

Core Mass     (kg) 11.1 

Heat Transfer Area  (m²) 43 
 
 

Table 4. Calculated mass of 3,700 kJ PCM HX. 
PCM Mass      (kg) 21.0 
Core Mass, Plates Only (kg) 11.1 
Shell       (kg) 4.1 
End Plates (2)    (kg) 0.8 
Tie Rods (8)    (kg) 0.2 

Header Pipes (2)   (kg) 0.4 

Springs (4)     (kg) 0.5 
Total Mass     (kg) 38.1 
PCM Fraction  55% 

 

VI. Conclusions 
Technical Concept. Creare’s PCM HX technology promises to reduce the size and mass of thermal storage units 

on future spacecraft. A 3,700 kJ, pentadecane PCM HX built using this technology and sized for the Orion thermal 
control system has the potential to achieve an overall PCM mass fraction of 55%. The unit is built from very thin 
(0.003 in.) titanium foils to minimize structural mass. The concept provides very efficient heat transfer between the 
PCM and coolant using precision-formed microchannels for coolant flow (0.25 mm), very small PCM channels 
(2 mm), and no need for metal fins to conduct heat into or out from the PCM. The PCM channels are built with 
bellows features that enable the channels to accommodate volume changes without overstressing the sealing welds.  

Proof of Feasibility. We proved feasibility through fabrication experiments, proof-of-concept tests, and thermal 
analysis. Fabrication experiments showed that it is feasible to produce the PCM channels by welding 
precision-formed metal foils, then filling them uniformly with the correct amount of pentadecane. We built three 
channels and subjected each to over 50 freeze/thaw cycles with no damage or degradation in seal integrity, 
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demonstrating good durability. We used the three PCM channels to assemble a proof-of-concept PCM HX and 
demonstrated good heat transfer performance in a small circulating water loop. Finally, we formulated a 
SINDA/FLUINT model of the PCM HX and used it to predict performance of the system. Under baseline conditions 
based on the Orion thermal control system, the PCM HX should provide up to 3.1 kW of heat transfer and enable 
complete freezing of the system in about 20 minutes.   

Recommended Next Steps. As part of developing a full-size module, we plan to develop improved fabrication 
and inspection techniques, including quantitative methods for detecting leakage from the wax-charged modules and 
improved methods for distributing coolant flow throughout the heat exchanger. We recommend that the next critical 
step in developing this technology would be development and demonstration of an 806 kJ PCM HX prototype sized 
for an ISS flight demonstration. This size matches the heat storage capacity of the PCM HX that is currently 
undergoing flight testing on board the ISS.   
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